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On a snowy winter’s night back in the early 1960s in a provincial American town a doctor rushes his wife to his surgery to give birth, assisted by his devoted nurse. The couple are not aware that she is carrying twins and the doctor uses sedation for the delivery of the second twin. He is shocked to discover that the baby has Down’s syndrome – a condition that affected his own sister with devastating consequences. A few hours later, an irrevocable – and to our Noughties eyes, a terrible – decision is taken which has profound and far-reaching effects, both on the main characters of the book as well as on those who appear tangentially throughout.

Without consulting his wife, he arranges for the baby to be taken by the nurse to a residential home but tells her that the baby has died.

The book spans the 25 years from 1964 to 1989 and the history of the doctor, his wife and progeny and the nurse who was present at the birth. The attitudes of the times are well presented and the psychological backgrounds are very credible.

Despite the horror of the original decision, it must have been one that was in truth taken many, many times. What makes this narrative unusual is that it has a redemptive element that, sadly, probably happens rarely in ‘real’ life. But it is not a ‘happy ending’ book, rather one that presents options.

I found this a beautifully written story with believable, if not always loveable, characters whose motivations and actions are understandable.

The narrative is told simply and well and has an almost televisuality in its detail. The book is not about medicine per se, but it would be of interest to doctors, nurses and all those who work in reproductive health. It is an easy, if not comfortabe, read.

Reviewed by Judy Bud, Dip Psych Transpersonal Psychotherapist, London, UK


This historical novel is set in the ‘granite city’ of Aberdeen in the last decade of the 18th century during the Age of Enlightenment.

The book is based on fact and tells the story of Dr Alec Gordon, newly appointed physician in the Aberdeen Dispensary. This prestigious appointment has been quickly gained as Dr Gordon has recently returned from training at one of the great European medical schools. Although benefiting from the latest medical thinking and new ideas, we find Dr Gordon struggling desperately in the darkness of ignorance to fight an epidemic that suddenly strikes and kills newly delivered mothers across the region.

The author has clearly researched the content of the book to an exceptionally high standard. Having done so, she does not hesitate to write about the full range of symptoms of this “mysterious” disease in realistic detail in its progression to the point of death. This is not a book for the squeamish. Various treatments are tried by the good doctor, all of which are accurate representations of medical ideas in use at the time in the British Isles and in parts of Europe. The failure of these treatments within the limitations of the late 18th century make the doctor more and more desperate as he sets off at all hours of the day and night to attend patients, often in the poorest of districts.

The society of North East Scotland across the classes is as carefully researched as is the medical history. A whole range of life is presented from housing to clothes to food and even diet. Just beneath the surface of the desperate struggle Dr Gordon is experiencing are professional politics, jealousies and the deep suspicion felt by some about accepting new medical concepts that could fit in as well in the 21st century as in the 18th century.

As failure sets in, so does panic, and we see Dr Gordon trying to sustain public and personal confidence in his abilities and the medical profession as a whole. Not content with this overwhelming situation, Alec Gordon has to deal with an unhappy home life as his wife struggles with her own mental illness. Despite all this, there are some welcome moments of light and relief in a background of passion.

Touching Distance is dark and fascinating and works at many levels as a novel. It is a story of courage and tenacity and a whole new way of medical thinking. The sheer determination of our medical fathers and scientists against all the odds during an epidemic is extraordinary and moving. The author, Rebecca Abrams, gives the people of the time real life in the pages of this book.

Reviewed by Lesley Smith
Medical Historian and Curator, Tutbury Castle, Staffordshire, UK
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